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Featured Application: The proposed device can be adopted on beaches and on board boats to
support rescue operations.

Abstract: This paper presents the design of an unmanned and tele-operated robotized life-saving
system aimed to work as a recovery tool in case of water-related disasters. The device is designed to
save people in distress in the water, either conscious or unconscious, without exposing the rescuer’s
life to risk. The data of in water accidents show that the greatest number of casualties occurs because
of dangerous predicaments conducted by people who want to save other lives. All present solutions
are based on aerial, surface or submarine systems needing a crew and able to save only conscious
people. This paper intends to fill this gap in the literature by analyzing the main critical issues in
the design of a marine autonomous rescue vehicle in terms of performance, capabilities of maneuver
in rough sea conditions and the costs. The proposed robot is fully electric and tele-manipulated,
from the shore in case of accidents near dry land, or directly from boats or helicopters if drowning is
occurring in the open sea. The paper demonstrates the feasibility of a system and its readiness for
prototyping phases while presenting a trade-off and cost analysis between six different configurations
as well as illustrating in detail the design of the selected layout. The motivations behind the choice of
diving strategy to tackle rough sea conditions are described along with the design and the numerical
validations of the hydroplane and propulsion systems.
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1. Introduction

The adoption of autonomous systems and mobile robots has witnessed a steady growth in
several fields such as industrial automation, inspection of structures, the space industry, as well as
healthcare and domestic services. Typically, the choice of robotized solutions is motivated by the
need to tackle challenging or dangerous tasks in hazardous environments such as the inspection of
nuclear plants [1] or the detection and disposal of explosive devices for civil or military operations [2]
but it is also dictated by the demand of accuracy, repeatability and efficiency in tasks that can
be highly time consuming, costly, and labor intensive such as pipe-lining, data collection, model
digitizing, together with anomaly and defect detection in structures [3,4]. Lately, the research has
been geared also to the development of marine robotic systems, as some aquatic operations are very
difficult for human capabilities or unsafe. A big effort has been aimed at proposing new designs
of underwater autonomous vehicles [5], also exploiting bio-inspired principles, such as octopus [6],
cephalopod [7], and turtle [8] inspired robots. Sectors like oceanographic science, hydrography
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mapping, sea exploration, and marine archeology get great benefit from the adoption of unmanned
marine robotized vehicles allowing difficult tasks to be tackled like seabed inspection or search and
rescue operations [9–13]. In particular, the study in the latter field has been motivated by the high
number of sea accidents globally recorded: with around 372,000 deaths counted every year [14],
drowning still represents the second highest cause of unintentional death in the world and the 20% of
surviving people suffer severe and permanent brain damage, mostly because the rescue occurs too
late to keep brain functions unaltered. Moreover, the data show that a great part of trained rescuers or
would be rescuers lose their lives or suffer serious injuries trying to save other people, thus there arises
a need for solutions to support rescue operations. The main solutions present in literature are classified
in aerial, surface, and underwater categories. Aerial solutions are designed to work in bad weather
conditions and adopt a lifebuoy or a stretcher hung from the vehicle to aid people in distress [15].
A new perspective is given by the adoption of ekranoplans, vehicles able to fly at only a few meters
above the water surface, thanks to the exploitation of the ground effect [16]. Surface rescue vehicles are
strongly limited by the poor capability of handling in rough sea conditions. In this category, a solution
that is experiencing particular improvement and can be effective in aquatic rescue is represented by
personal watercrafts [17,18]. Underwater systems have been presented in the last decades but their
spread is still limited due to high costs, maintenance, size, and weight [19–21]. All these solutions need
a crew to perform the recovery operations and are effective only for conscious people. This paper aims
to fill the lack of literature for autonomous marine rescue vehicles presenting a patented device [22]
designed to save conscious and unconscious people in distress in the water without the help of a crew
and with the capability of maneuver and operations even in the case of a rough sea. The proposed
robot is based on an electric powered tele-operated device in the shape of a stretcher that can be
controlled from a maximum distance of 400 m from the shore or directly from boats and helicopters
if the drowning is occurring in open sea. The solution to tackle rough sea conditions is to move the
robot underwater to minimize the effects of the waves on the stability of the vehicle. The choice is
motivated also by the statistics stating that most rescuing is performed when the victim is already
under the water surface. The sequence of rescuing operations is the following: the robot is thrown in
the water, it dives underwater according to a full dynamic diving strategy and localizes the victim
with a camera and a temperature and infrared sensor before emerging on the water surface hosting the
victim on board.

The paper illustrates a technical and cost trade-off analysis between six different configurations
and describes in detail the selected one. The motivations behind the choice of a full dynamic diving
strategy are explained along with the design of the hydroplanes, the propulsion system, and the
electric and storage equipment. The correctness of the design approach is demonstrated with numerical
simulations. Localization and remote manipulation strategies are illustrated in the final part. The device
is presented as a tele-operated robot but there are no limitations in updating it in a semi-autonomous
or autonomous operating system.

2. Rescue Strategy

The most common scenarios where drownings occur are the following: (a) beaches characterized
by high numbers of drowning; (b) open sea, where high hazardous conditions complicate the
operations, and (c) flooding, where it is not easy to reach people and it is likely to have to deal
with narrow spaces. Regardless of the scenario, the main causes of death are hypothermia and
drowning. Referring to hypothermia, different times can elapse until death depending on the water
temperature. At a temperature of about 2 ◦C, the time for death is of the order 35–40 min [23]. In the
case of drowning, a person in distress in the water suffers the process in five different phases that are
depicted in Figure 1. It has been demonstrated that if the person in distress is pulled out of the water
at the beginning of the fourth phase, the victim starts re-breathing by him/herself without suffering
any brain damage. The time interval up to the fourth phase has a duration of 3–5 min [23].
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Figure 1. The five subsequent phases of the drowning process. 1: Agitation and request for help.
2: Apnoea, 3: Deep breathing. 4: Asphyxia convulsions. 5: Definitive apnoea.

Wearing a floating device can improve considerably the chances of successful rescue.
The combination of the first four drowning phases in Figure 1 and the presence of the floating
device lead to four different situations: (a) vertical position with the head out of the water (the victim
is conscious and wearing a floating device); (b) horizontal supine position on the water surface (the
victim is unconscious and wearing a floating device); (c) battler position on the water surface (the
victim is unconscious and is wearing a floating device that does not allow the victim to lie face up) and
(d) battler position under water (the victim is conscious, and does not wear any floating device). It is
commonly recognized that for biological reasons, a horizontal position during the rescue maneuver
is the only safe alternative. Thus, the most efficient rescue is operated from underwater where the
robot can maintain the desired trim also in the case of rough sea and unconscious victims can be saved
more easily. These considerations along with the necessity to move underwater to face rough sea
motivate accurate selection of the diving strategy to drive the robot effectively. Referring to the field of
submersible devices, there are two ways of diving a system: static and dynamic diving. The former
is based on changing the buoyancy of the vessel by varying its weight, i.e., by letting water enter
into ballast tanks. The latter exploits the motion of two horizontal axis hydroplanes to control the
vertical position of the system. These elements can develop lift or duck force, provided that they
are orientated with a given angle of attack with respect to water and that the vessel is moving with
a certain velocity [24]. To achieve static diving, a variation of the weight with respect to lifting is
followed, while in the case of dynamic diving, no additional weights, or, on the contrary, no reduction
in lift, is required. Static diving allows stopping the robot underwater but the water in the ballast
tanks increases the total mass of the device at the expense of control capability and room for payload.
Dynamic diving, on the other hand, can be performed in two different configurations: normal and
full. In normal dynamic diving, the water level in the ballast tank is set during the first dive, so that,
as neutral buoyancy is obtained, the hydroplanes can be maintained in a nearly horizontal position,
once having achieved the required depth. This concept is commonly adopted for submarines, where a
combination of sufficient speed and sufficiently large hydroplanes is required. By converse, the full
strategy allows devices to have a positive buoyancy: if control is lost, floating up to the water surface
naturally occurs. The sum of the lift developed by the hydroplanes with the weight and Archimedes’
lift of the device has to be zero. To this end, the hydroplanes have to be tilted also when the required
depth is reached. Both normal and full configurations do not allow maintainenance of the desired
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static underwater trim when the propulsive engines are stopped, as velocity is the necessary condition
for the hydroplanes to develop the required lift. Figure 2 reports the hydroplane tilting sequence for
normal (a) and full (b) dynamic diving. The first step of the normal approach (a.1) is to rotate upward
the aft plane so that the stern of the vehicle is also forced upward. At the same moment, the fore control
surfaces are tilted downwards, forcing the bow of the vessel down. During the dive (a.2), the aft plane
is set back to the neutral position: in this case, the control of the diving angle is obtained only through
the fore hydroplane. Finally, when approaching the required depth (a.3), the aft planes are rotated
down and the fore up. In the last phase (a.4), the aft plane is neutral while the fore is controlled to
regulate the velocity of the robot. The path is not linear and the device is not in a horizontal position
during diving. On the contrary, during full dynamic diving the two planes are always tilted (b.1 and
b.2), the path of diving is linear and the device is always in a horizontal position.

Figure 2. Hydroplanes tilting sequence for normal dynamic diving (a) and full dynamic diving (b).
The diving path is illustrated by the dashed lines.

Both the static and diving strategies are investigated and considered in the trade-off analysis
presented in the next section.

3. Architecture of the Robot

The proposed device is designed to carry a minimum payload of 75 kg. The victim is approached
from underwater and then helped into the net when the robot emerges on the surface. Then the
mission can stop, wait for a support ship or a helicopter, or can continue, bringing the victim to a
safer place. Since the water could be dirty and opaque, the robot would be equipped with a set of
sensors (350 lumens search LED light, infrared and temperature sensor etc.) to facilitate the localization
procedure. This issue is beyond the aim of this paper. The maximum speed of the robot is 10 kn
(5.15 m/s). The minimum duration of the mission is 15 min and the operations may be repeated many
times, accounting for the possibility of missing the victim at first attempt. The device has to be able to
stop and maintain a fixed relative position with respect to the body. Furthermore, the person should
acquire a horizontal position once saved, as it is medically demonstrated that, in this way, the risk
of further injuries is minimized. Owing to these requirements, six different solutions are proposed
in this section. Every configuration is composed of a stretcher supported by two lateral hulls. Two
propellers (1 in Figure 3) are positioned under the hulls to avoid contact with the victim. Since the
robot is remotely controlled, it is sufficient to drive the propellers with different velocities to make
the system yaw in the desired direction. This solution is more compact from the construction point of
view and effective also in the case of low speed maneuvering if compared with a configuration based
on a single propulsion system combined with a rudder. The six architectures are illustrated in Figure 3
where (a), (b), (c), and (d) are designed for the static diving strategy while (e) and (f) exploit the normal
and full dynamic diving approach respectively. The final selected configuration is (f).

Solution (a): the vertical motion is provided by filling and emptying four diving chambers (3)
(two per each hull) with two reversible electro-pumps (2). The amount of air needed to fill or empty
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the chambers is taken over the surface of water by means of two snorkels (11). Motors supplying
propellers, electro-pumps, batteries, and electronic devices are contained in the paraboloid heads
of the hulls, separated by the diving chambers through watertight plates. The rescue method is as
follows: the robot localizes and reaches the victim using the horizontal propellers (1), immerses by
filling the diving chambers with water, moves right under the person by switching on the propellers
again, and then emerges vertically by emptying the diving chambers.

Solution (b): the concept is based on the same idea and the same rescue method of (a) but aims at
reducing the weight and mass moments of inertia. The cylindrical hulls here do not take up the entire
length of the robot. One diving chamber per hull (3) is present and thus the control of pitch movement
has to be performed with additional rudders (not illustrated in the Figure).

Solution (c): the robot can immerse by changing its volume with the deformable hulls (4).
The device can move both underwater and at the surface level during the outward phase and only at
the surface level when the victim is onboard. The hull is conceived to be an ellipse during the outward
phase (c.1), with an eccentricity that will depend on the decided trim (underwater or displacing) and
a cylinder in the most loaded condition (c.2), i.e., when the victim is onboard. The solution presents
problems of dimensions, repeatability, and fatigue of the hulls.

Solution (d): the device is equipped with cylindrical vessels storing compressed air used to inflate
two dinghies responsible for the device trim. The robot can proceed during the outward phase with
an underwater or a displacing trim, having already inflated the corresponding dinghies prior to the
mission start. Once identified and having reached the position of the victim, the device further dives
by simply deflating the dinghies through a vacuum generator (5). Then the dinghies are inflated so as
to provide the requested lift and complete the mission. This solution presents problems of reliability,
cost, and issues connected with the movement of a pressure tank in seawater.

Solution (e): this solution presents a reduced area exposed to water, with short hulls and
a grid-shaped lateral structure to have more controllability in the case of strong water currents.
The system is equipped with four vertical propellers for descent and ascent operations. Pumps and
chambers (7) devoted to the storage of water regulate the mass of the robot to enable it to be always
in underwater equilibrium trim. The robot is thrown into the water with the water tanks initially
empty. Horizontal propellers start to rotate, while the action of the pumps guarantees the desired
underwater equilibrium. Once this is obtained, the vehicle moves horizontally and vertical propellers
(6) are switched on to provide a downward motion to position the robot right under the victim;
simultaneously, electro-pumps are activated with an outgoing flow in order to reduce the weight of the
system, since the person is going to be carried, while the depth is still controlled by vertical propellers.
Then, the rotation of the propellers is reversed and the person is carried, while electro-pumps carry on
pushing out water until an equilibrium condition is reached. After the equilibrium trim is achieved,
both pumps and vertical propellers are switched off.

Solution (f): the architecture is based on a structure in the shape of a stretcher consisting of
two cylindrical hulls (4), a net, two transversal spacers, two propellers, and two hydroplanes (8).
PVC is adopted because it is cheaper and lighter than metal and with good commercial availability.
For each hull, two aluminum heads with welded aluminum appendages are present. The hydroplanes
are located between the two hulls, supported by two shafts. Motors supplying propellers, batteries,
and electronic devices are contained in the hulls. The search light is installed together with the camera
on the front transversal spacer.

Two hydroplanes are adopted instead of the four commonly installed in submarines to reduce the
overall dimensions of the configuration. Figure 4 reports the main dimensions of the robot (upper (a),
lateral (b), and rear view (c)). The rescuing bed is a net made of the material used for the stretchers (9 in
Figure 3), which is a particular polyester covered by a PVC (Polyvinyl Chloride) layer. It is connected
to the main frame at several points, wrapping both the longitudinal beams and the transversal spacers.
Two aluminum longitudinal runners are located inside the hulls and welded to the aluminum heads to
support the battery packs and electronics.
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Figure 3. Configurations studied for the robot layout definition. (a) Static diving—vertical motion
provided by filling and emptying four diving chambers of water. (b) Static diving—vertical motion
provided by filling and emptying two diving chambers of water. (c) Static diving—deformable hulls
(c.1: flat hulls, c.2: inflated hulls). (d) Static diving—compressed air tanks (d.1: flat dinghies, d.2: inflated
dinghies). (e) Normal dynamic diving—vertical propellers. (f) Full dynamic diving—hydroplanes.
1: propeller. 2: electro-pump for static diving. 3: diving chamber. 4: deformable hull. 5: vacuum
generator. 6: vertical propeller. 7: water tank. 8: hydroplane. 9: net. 10: electric motor for hydroplane
actuation. 11: Snorkel.

Figure 4. Dimensions of the robot. (a) Upper view. (b) Lateral view. (c) Rear view.

The main properties of the presented configurations are reported in Table 1. All solutions have
approximately the same size, only (c) presents a bigger width due to its deformable hulls. As far
as engine power and battery weight is concerned, the worst solutions are (c) and (f). The number
of actuators is high for (e) and low for (c) and (f). Considering the mass moments of inertia, which
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also affect the governance of the system, the worst solutions are (a), (b), and (e), while the best is (d).
The only configurations allowing a carrying capacity to be obtained higher than 75 kg are (a), (b),
and (f) while only (d) is limited in the number of attempts, due to the quantity of compressed air on
board. This number is infinite for all systems, apart from (c).

Table 1. Trade-off analysis. p: pump, m: motor, v: valve, h: hydroplane, a: actuator, pr:
vertical propeller.

a b c d e f

Overall dimensions [m] 2355 × 1505 2340 × 1534 2284 × 1739 2100 × 1112 2332 × 1475 2490 × 1400
Unladen mass [kg] 52 39 45 43 51 54

Required engine power
[kW] 1.1 1.21 1.85 1.36 1.02 1.14

Number of actuators 4p + 2m 2p + 2v + 2m + 2h 2a + 2m 2m + 4v 4pr + 2pm 2h + 2m
Longitudinal moment

of inertia [kg m2] 84.34 51.82 32.85 18.13 57.25 23.36

Transversal moment of
inertia [kg m2] 78.57 36.78 33.56 15.67 112.21 58.5

Maximum carrying
capacity [kg] 142 81 75 75 75 104

Shots inf. inf. inf. inf. inf. inf.
Repeatability inf. inf. limited inf. inf. inf.

Solution (c) is set apart because of the low repeatability, poor performance in displacing conditions,
and the enormous hull deformation needed to immerse the device. Configuration (d) is discarded
because of the limited number of trials, (e) because of the high mass moments of inertia, low maximum
speed, and high number of actuators, and (b) because of the necessity of adding further components to
control the pitch motion. The final choice of (f) at the expense of (a) is based on the diving strategy,
the number of actuators and the load capacity of the system. Full dynamic diving is selected to
obtain an appreciable positive buoyancy. The robot has a static lift higher than its unladen weight
because immersion can be provided by the vertical force generated by the rudders when inclined.
Therefore, when no person is on board and the hydroplanes are in a neutral position, the vehicle has
a displacement trim. Moreover, hydroplanes can exert a vertical force only if the system is moving
forward, thanks to the action of the propellers. Since the weight of the robot and the person are
comparable, the total Archimedes lift of the system has to be high enough to allow a displacing trim
during the returning phase, i.e., when the victim has already been hoisted on board. The drawback
of this approach lies in the fact that, during the outward phase, a substantial difference between the
total lift and the unladen weight of the vessel causes the hydroplanes to work continuously during the
approaching phase of the mission.

4. Control, Localization, and Communication Strategy

The control scheme of the robot is illustrated in Figure 5. The DSP (Digital Signal Processor)-based
electronic control unit manages the information from the receiver of the tele-manipulation to generate
the correct references for the power drivers of the propeller and the hydroplane. The selected motors
for the propulsion are indicated in the section devoted to the propulsion design, while each hydroplane
is actuated with a Direct Current (DC) electric motor supplied at 48 V and coupled with a 9.3:1 reducer
for a total power of 960 W, a nominal speed of 400 rpm and a nominal torque of 68.7 Nm. The motors
and the electronic boards are supplied by the battery pack located in the hulls.

The localization of the victim is performed by combining the information coming from a camera
located in the front of the robot, a temperature sensor providing a temperature map of the robot
surroundings, and an infrared sensor. The real-time data of these devices are processed onboard,
compressed, and transmitted to the remote robot operator who drives the propellers, the rudders,
and the orientation of the camera accordingly.
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Figure 5. Control system layout. Solid lines: power signals, dashed lines: control signals.

The communication between the remote operator and the robot is performed by exploiting the
buoyant communication system illustrated in Figure 6. The information coming from sensors located
on the robot are compressed on board and sent through a data cable (2) from a transceiver (1) to an
antenna (4) located on a buoy (3). A second antenna is close to the operator and receives the data
that are processed by a remote transceiver (5) and sent to the operator (6). The acquired data are
used by the operator to drive the robot in the approach, rescue, and return phases. Since the robot is
designed to work at a maximum depth of 1.5 m from the water surface, the buoyant communication
solution can be considered simple and highly reliable. Nevertheless, other possibilities presented in
the literature can be investigated, like active and passive sonar communication systems and direct
underwater communication [25–28].

Figure 6. Buoyant communication system. 1: On board underwater transceiver. 2: Data cable. 3: Buoy.
4: Antenna. 5: Remote operations transceiver. 6: Remote operator.

5. Cost Analysis

A further comparison of the proposed solutions has been conducted in terms of direct cost of the
materials where economies of scale are not considered (Figure 7). All the solutions are equipped with
two electric thrusters (3 kW at 48 V). In addition, (Solution A) adopts a couple of reversible electro
pumps (150 W at 24 V), (Solution B) two water electro-valves and two one-way electro-pumps (132 W
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at 12 V), (Solution C) two linear actuators (350 W at 24 V), (Solution D) a vacuum generator, a pressure
reducer, an electro-valve before pressure reducer, an electro-valve inflating line, two tanks to be certified
and a couple of dinghies, (Solution E) a water electro-valve, a one-way electro-pump, a reversible
electro-pump, two electric motors (400 W at 24 V) for the two vertical propellers, and (Solution F) two
hydroplanes with the related electric motors (1.8 kW at 48 V). The battery pack cost difference between
the solutions is due to the different power and thus to the different battery nominal capacity required
by each configuration.

Figure 7. Cost analysis conducted on the proposed robot configurations.

6. Hydroplane and Propulsion System Design

The design of the hydroplanes is based on the selection of the wing airfoil, which has to be
symmetric since the lift is developed in both senses. The main parameters of a typical airfoil are
illustrated in Figure 8 where the medium line (2) is the line equidistant, in every point, from the belly
and back of the profile and the chord (3) is the line that joints the leading edge (1) and the trailing one
(4). In a symmetric section profile, chord and medium lines are coincident. The inclination of the chord
with respect to the water surface is the angle of attack (5) [29]. The most commonly adopted airfoils in
literature are NACA10 and their derivatives, first developed in the 1940s for airplanes designed both
for subsonic and supersonic speed. Among these, the NACA 0015 was selected being commonly used
in aeronautic and naval field applications [29–33].

Figure 8. Wing section nomenclature [29]. 1: Leading edge. 2: Medium line. 3: Chord line. 4: Angle of
attack. 5: Trailing edge.
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The meaning of the four digits of NACA 0015 profile is: 0: maximum ordinate of the medium line,
with respect to the chord, expressed as a percentage of the chord itself; 0: position, along the chord,
of the maximum ordinate of the medium line, expressed in tenths of the chord length; 15: maximum
value of thickness distribution, expressed as a percentage of the chord length [29].

The local thickness of the considered airfoil in function of c (chord length) and x (distance from the
leading edge of a point along the chord expressed as a percentage of the chord length) is expressed by

yt = 5tc
[

0.2969
√

x
c

+ (−0.1260)
( x

c

)
+ (−0.3516)

( x
c

)2
+ 0.2843

( x
c

)3
+ (−0.1015)

( x
c

)4
]

(1)

and is plotted in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Selected wing section.

The NACA0015 reference trend of the lift CL and drag CD coefficients as a function of the angle of
attack (5 in Figure 8) at varying Reynolds’ number Rn were experimentally measured in the past and
can be found in the literature [29–31].

The structure of the proposed robot adopts an aft and a stern hydrofoil with the same geometry
as illustrated in Figure 4. Fluid-dynamic analyses are conducted in Solidworks Flow Simulation to
evaluate the lift and drag force at various angles of attack and longitudinal velocities in the following
cases: (a) computation on the aft and stern hydrofoils when located inside the vehicle, (b) computation
on the free wing, and (c) computation on the whole vehicle. The simulations of the whole vehicle are
performed exploiting a simplified 3D model (Figure 10) to ensure the convergence of the computations
and a restrained simulation time. The hulls and the electric thrusters are considered as a unique
body with an equivalent geometry. The battery pack, the control modules and the communication
devices are installed inside the two hulls and thus they can be neglected in the fluid dynamic analysis.
The effects of the communication cable between the robot and the buoy in terms of increased lift and
drag force are not taken into account in this simulation.

The mesh adopted for the simulation of the whole vehicle and of the hydrofoil is the same.
The volume of the considered fluid is equal to 31 m3 and is divided into 3,118,905 elements with a
logarithmic distribution along the three principal axes. The mesh is thicker on the close surroundings
of the robot and along the wake, as illustrated in Figure 11, where a 2D mesh representation along the
longitudinal axis is reported for the whole vehicle (a) and the free wing (b).

The first part of the simulations is aimed to evaluate and compare the lift (CL) and drag (CD)
coefficients of the hydrofoils in the free-flow case and when they are located inside the vehicle. The
coefficients are obtained adopting the following definitions:

CL =
2FL

ρU2S
, CD =

2FD

ρU2S
(2)

where ρ is the density of the water, U is the velocity of the robot, and S is the area of the hydrofoil
equal to 0.36 m2.
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Figure 10. Simplified model for fluid-dynamic analysis (angle of attack: 10◦). (a) Isometric view.
(b) Frontal view. (c) Lateral cross section view.

Figure 11. Mesh for fluid-dynamic simulations. (a) Whole vehicle in longitudinal cross section view
(angle of attack: 10◦). (b) Airfoil.

The results are reported in Figure 12 where CL and CD are plotted with the angle of attack ranging
from 0 to 10 degrees for the free wing (diamond marker) and for the aft (round marker) and stern
(cross marker) hydrofoil when they are located inside the vehicle. In the case of CL, the behavior of
the aft hydrofoil is similar to the free flow configuration, while the stern rudder is less loaded. On the
other hand, the value of CD is close to 0 in the three cases and is higher for the aft hydrofoil.
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Figure 12. Lift (a) and drag (b) coefficients computed on the free wing (diamond marker), on the aft
(round marker) and stern hydrofoil (cross marker).

The second part of the analysis is focused on the evaluation of the forces exerted on the whole
vehicle. The results of the simulations are reported in Figure 13, where the lift (diamond marker),
drag (round marker) and total resulting force (cross marker) are plotted with a velocity ranging
from 1 to 5 m/s and in three cases of angle of attack: 0◦ (a), 5◦ (b), and 10◦ (c). The distribution of
the pressure on the vehicle and on the cut-plot at the longitudinal symmetry plane is illustrated in
Figure 14 in the case of 5 m/s and angle of attack equal to 10◦. It is evident that the pressure is more
intense on the front part of the vehicle and it is confirmed that the stern hydrofoil is remarkably less
loaded than the aft one.

Figure 13. Resulting force. (a) Angle of attack: 0◦. (b) Angle of attack: 5◦. (c) Angle of attack: 10◦.
Round marker: drag force. Diamond marker: lift force. Cross marker: total resulting force.
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Figure 14. Pressure distribution in the test with the angle of attack equal to 10◦ and the velocity of the
robot equal to 5 m/s. Isometric and cut plot from bottom view.

The selected motors for the propulsion of the robot are two electric thrusters with nominal thrust
FMAX equal to 1650 N (nominal power: 1.5 kW, DC Voltage: 48 V, weight: 7.5 kg), the maximum
propulsion force is thus equal to 3300 N. Therefore, the maximum velocity of 5 m/s can be reached
when the angle of attack is 0◦. Increasing the angle of attack to 5◦ and 10◦, the velocity reduces to 4
m/s and 3.7 m/s respectively as indicated in Figure 13. High values of α imply the reduction of the
velocity but this does not represent a strong limitation since high angles of attack are required mainly
during diving and emerging operations, thus at low velocity.

Considering the characteristics of the propellers and a minimum time of 15 min for rescuing
operations, the required capacity of the batteries to supply the electric motors is obtained by

CBM =
Pt
V

= 25Ah, (3)

where CBM is the capacity of the battery in Ah required by the electric thrusters, P is the power of the
electric loads in W, t is the working time in h, and V is the supply voltage in V. A further amount of
energy has to be provided for hydroplane actuation CBH (460 Wh at 48 V), the communication CBCom
(30 Wh at 24 V obtained and stabilized with a converter from eight series cells of the battery pack)
and the control system CBContr (6 Wh at 12 V obtained and stabilized with a converter from four series
cells of the battery pack). Considering a safety factor of 1.25, the resulting total value of the battery
capacity is

CBTOT = 1.25 ∗ (CBT + CBH + CBCom + CBContr) = 1.25 × (25 + 9.6 + 1.25 + 0.5)Ah = 45Ah. (4)

LiFePo04 is the selected battery technology. Since the required nominal voltage is 48 V, the battery
pack is composed of 39 cells with a nominal voltage of 3.7 V (min: 3.2 V / max: 4.2 V) and a capacity
of 15,000 mAh each. The pack is arranged with three parallel strings of 13 cells (3p13s configuration)
to provide the correct amount of energy. The camera and the search LED lights are not included in the
design of the battery because they are contained in the same package equipped with an integrated
battery (3.89 Wh–1050 mAh).

7. Conclusions

The design of a tele-manipulated underwater robot for rescue operations of conscious and
unconscious drowning persons has been presented in this paper. The designed robot is fully electric,
can be tele-manipulated from 400 m, has a maximum velocity of 10 kn (5.15 m/s), and a minimum
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autonomy of 15 min. The rescue is performed by throwing the robot in the sea and driving it under
the victim to host him/her in the net between the two lateral hulls. The system can be operated even
in rough sea conditions thanks to the selected diving strategy. The paper illustrated a trade-off and
cost analysis between six different configurations and the design of the main subsystem of the selected
architecture: hydroplanes, propellers, electrical and storage equipment. A numerical validation was
conducted in Abaqus to validate the design of hydroplane and propulsion systems. The obtained
results demonstrate the feasibility of the system and its readiness for the prototyping phases.

Author Contributions: Nicola Amati conceived the proposed robot configurations. Angelo Bonfitto performed
the numerical simulations. Both authors wrote the paper.
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